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Auger electron spectroscopy of fulminic acid,
HCNO: an experimental and theoretical study†

Marius Gerlach, a Tobias Preitschopf, a Emil Karaev,a Heidy M. Quitián-Lara, ‡a

Dennis Mayer, b John Bozek, c Ingo Fischer *a and Reinhold F. Fink *d

HCNO is a molecule of considerable astrochemical interest as a precursor to prebiotic molecules.

It is synthesized by preparative pyrolysis and is unstable at room temperature. Here, we investigate its

spectroscopy in the soft X-ray regime at the C 1s, N 1s and O 1s edges. All 1s ionization energies are

reported and X-ray absorption spectra reveal the transitions from the 1s to the p* state. Resonant and

normal Auger electron spectra for the decay of the core hole states are recorded in a hemispherical

analyzer. An assignment of the experimental spectra is provided with the aid of theoretical counterparts.

The latter are using a valence configuration interaction representation of the intermediate and final state

energies and wavefunctions, the one-center approximation for transition rates and band shapes

according to the moment theory. The computed spectra are in very good agreement with the

experimental data and most of the relevant bands are assigned. Additionally, we present a simple

approach to estimate relative Auger transition rates on the basis of a minimal basis representation of the

molecular orbitals. We demonstrate that this provides a qualitatively good and reliable estimate for

several signals in the normal and resonant Auger electron spectra which have significantly different

intensities in the decay of the three core holes.

1 Introduction

Fulminic acid, HCNO, has an illustrious history.1,2 It was first
prepared by Edward Howard in 1800 by combining ethanol,
nitric oxide and mercury oxide. A white crystalline substance
formed, which upon addition of sulfuric acid detonated.
Howard called the compound ‘‘a new fulminating mercury’’
and described the compound to have a ‘‘saline taste’’.3 Today
we know that the substance Howard discovered was the highly
explosive mercury fulminate Hg(CNO)2. In 1899, Ley and Kissel
first proposed the structures CNO� and HCNO for the fulminate
salt and fulminic acid.4 This was supported by the observations
of the 1,3-dipolar addition of fulminic acid to unsaturated systems
by Huisgen in 1961.5 The first spectroscopic evidence was

presented in the form of a gas phase IR spectrum of isolated
fulminic acid.6 Fulminic acid has now been investigated with
numerous spectroscopic methods, such as IR-spectroscopy,6–10

rotational spectroscopy10,11 and photoelectron spectroscopy.12,13

Additionally, Feng et al. studied the reaction kinetics with OH14

and the photodissociation of HCNO at 248 nm and 193 nm.15,16

In contrast, no studies in the X-ray regime have been reported
yet. Because HCNO consists of only 4 atoms and 22 electrons it
has also been attractive for theoretical chemists early on. This is
best evidenced by Paulings calculation of the free energy of the
[H, N, C, O] system already in 1926.17 He concluded that the
correct structure should be HCNO and not HONC as previously
thought.18 Since then numerous high level theoretical studies
have been published.19–22

Fulminic acid also has significant astrochemical relevance
as a precursor to prebiotic molecules. The first astrophysical
identification of HCNO was made through observations using
the 3 mm band of the IRAM 30 m radio telescope. It was
observed towards the dark molecular clouds B1, L1544, and
L183, and in the low-mass pre-stellar object L1527.23 Isocyanic
acid, HNCO, was also detected and the abundance ratio HNCO/
HCNO was determined to be between 40 and 70.23 Currently,
HCNO has been identified in numerous sources that illustrate
the different chemical stages of a solar-type star, such as
L1157-mm, L1157-B1, NGC 1333 IRAS4A, as well as the dense
core L483.24–26 In cold clouds and low-mass star formation
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objects, the most accepted gas-phase formation pathway for
HCNO is the neutral–neutral reaction involving methylene
(CH2) and nitric oxide (NO).23 However, given the different
temperature gradients and regimes present in these objects,
other HCNO formation processes should also be considered,
including chemical reactions on the surface of grains.27 HCNO
and its isomers isocyanic acid (HNCO), cyanic acid (HOCN),
and isofulminic acid (HONC) form a tetrad of species collec-
tively known as CHON.28 In planetary atmospheres, these
molecules are expected to be formed by UV interaction with
molecules such as CH4, CO, and N2. Indeed, CHON isomers are
of great prebiotic importance as they participate in reaction
chains that lead to complex organic molecules of astrochemical
and astrobiological interests.29

Our group already investigated the Auger electron spectroscopy
(based on the Auger–Meitner effect30) of the isomer isocyanic acid,
HNCO, and compared the spectra with computations to rationa-
lise the observed transitions.31 Furthermore, the photofragmenta-
tion of HNCO upon soft X-ray excitation was studied.32,33

By investigating the Auger electron spectroscopy of its isomer
fulminic acid, we intend to better understand the effects of atom
connectivity on the Auger–Meitner effect in molecules. Note that
only a few reactive molecules have been investigated in the soft
X-ray regime. For example, Auger spectra have been reported for
HS34, while X-ray absorption spectra (XAS) were recorded for allyl,
C3H5

35 and methyl, CH3.36

2 Methods
2.1 Experimental

The experiments were conducted at the soft X-ray beamline
PLEIADES37 of Synchrotron SOLEIL. Fulminic acid was pre-
pared according to the procedure by Wentrup et al.38 The
precursor 3-phenyl-4-oximino-isoxazol-5(4H)-one was heated
to around 100 1C and sublimated under high vacuum, provided
by a turbopump. The gaseous precursor entered a 40 cm long
quartz glass tube with an inner diameter of 3 cm. This tube was
heated to 460 1C by a Carbolite EVA12/300B tube furnace. The
resulting products HCNO, CO2 and benzonitrile were collected
in a liquid nitrogen cooled trap. Impurities like CO2 and minor
isocyanic acid contributions were removed by the forepump
vacuum at �50 1C (ethanol/dry ice bath) due to their higher
vapour pressure. During the experiments the fulminic acid
sample was kept at �40 1C and entered the experimental
chamber through an effusive inlet. Benzonitrile contamination
was unproblematic as its vapor pressure is insignificant at
�40 1C. In the experimental chamber the sample crossed the
linearly polarized soft X-ray radiation produced by an Apple II
HU80 permanent magnet undulator, which was monochroma-
tized using a 600 lines mm�1 grating. The light was oriented at
the magic angle of 54.71 with respect to the electron analyzer to
eliminate angular dependence effects of the electron emission.
Auger electrons were measured by a VG Sciencta R4000 hemi-
spherical analyzer using an entrance slit size of 0.3 mm at a pass
energy of 50 eV, leading to a spectral resolution of 37.5 meV.

X-ray absorption spectra (XAS/NEXAFS) were recorded by scan-
ning the photon energy and recording the total ion yield.
It was measured with a channeltron biased with �2 kV on the
front of its 25 mm diameter cone. The sample is introduced
from an effusive needle and intersects the photon beam about
5 mm in front of the channeltron. The 2 kV field of the
channeltron is assumed to collect all ions produced regardless
of their kinetic energy. Photon energy and electron kinetic
energy were calibrated using the literature spectra of CO2, N2

39

and HNCO.31

2.2 Theoretical details

Theoretical Auger electron spectra were obtained with the
wavels program package.40–45 The approach implemented
there has been applied successfully to molecular K-LL,46–48

L2,3-M1,2,3M1,2,3,49–51 and M4,5-N1,2,3N1,2,3
52 Auger electron spec-

tra and we refer to these articles for further details. Briefly, the
molecular structure and vibrational frequencies of the mole-
cule were calculated at the B3LYP53/def2-TZVPP54 level with
Turbomole55 providing C–H, C–N, and N–O distances of
106.05 pm, 115.59 pm, and 119.88 pm, respectively, for the
linear HCNO molecule. The molecular orbitals (MOs) used to
represent the core-hole and final states were Hartree–Fock
orbitals as determined with a cc-pVTZ basis set56 and virtual
valence-type orbitals obtained with the procedure described in
ref. 45. The latter generates orbitals complementing the occu-
pied MOs to the orbital space of the atomic valence orbitals
(1s for hydrogen and 1s, 2s, and 2p for C, N, and O). These
virtual valence MOs allow to represent static correlation and
charge fluctuations within the molecule with the configuration
interaction (CI) approach employed in this work. The orbitals
are shown in Fig. 1 and the MO-coefficients providing their
optimal representation in terms of the atomic valence orbitals
are given in Table 1. The table shows also the overlap of the
molecular orbitals as evaluated in the quantum chemical
calculation with those in the minimal basis representation,
hcp|cMB

p i, as well as the squared sums of the MO coefficients,P
m
cm;p

2 [here and in the following p/q count MOs, while m and n

represent atomic orbitals (AOs)]. As the atomic orbitals are
overlapping, an orbital can be characterized as bonding, non-
bonding, and antibonding, respectively, if this number is
clearly smaller, about equal, or much larger than one. Accord-
ingly, the 4–6s and 1p orbitals are bonding, the 7s and 2p
orbitals are non-bonding and the others are antibonding.

Auger transition rates were evaluated with the one-center
approximation44,57–59 which approximates the continuum
wavefunctions of the Auger electrons by their atomic counter-
parts. Furthermore, Auger decay rates are determined by only
considering electrons in the minimal basis expansion (here
Table 1) of the atomic valence orbitals of the core-hole atom.
This means the required Auger transition integrals are only
needed for atomic Auger transitions which are readily
available.60–63 In the present work the values from the compila-
tion of Chelkowska and Larkins63 were employed. As described
there, the Auger transition rate (in atomic units, a.u.) for the
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transition from the initial state i to the final state f is obtained
from the Fermi-Wentzel ‘‘golden rule’’64 expression

If = 2p|hCi|Ĥ|Cfi|2, (1)

where Ci and Cf are the respective wavefunctions which are
assumed to be orthogonal and Ĥ is the molecular electronic
Hamiltonian. In our approach the matrix element in eqn (1) is
evaluated for the CI wavefunctions described above.

Note that the final states in our calculations are always
linear combinations of several configurations. Nevertheless, it
is common to designate these states with their leading configu-
ration (i.e. the configuration with the largest weight). For
important features in Auger electron spectra such an assign-
ment is generally reasonable as there is only a single leading
configuration. This allows to relate intensities to the MO
expansion coefficients of the involved valence orbitals at the

core hole atom. Thus, we approximate the core hole wavefunc-
tions with the Hartree–Fock Slater determinant, F, with a hole
in the core-orbital cc and designate it as Fc.57,65,66 The present
K-LL-type normal Auger electron spectra are known to be
dominated by decay to singlet final states.65,67 These final state
wavefunctions are represented with configurations having two
holes in the valence orbitals cp and cq as well as an electron in
the outgoing continuum channel elm. l and m are the angular
momentum and magnetic quantum numbers of the channel.
We designate the final state configuration as Felm

pq where the

holes shall be coupled to a singlet. Further details and the
treatment of other final state configurations and of resonant
Auger decay has been described in ref. 44, 57, 65 and 66. For the
case discussed above, the Auger transition rate becomes

Ipq ¼ ð1þ dpqÞ�1p
X
lm

pqjcelmh i þ qpjcelmh ij j2; (2)

where

pqjcelmh i ¼ cpð1Þcqð2Þ
1

r12

����
����ccð1Þcelm ð2Þ

� �
(3)

is a two-electron integral in Dirac notation.
Plugging in the molecular orbitals as linear combination of

atomic orbitals (MO-LCAO) representation of the molecular
orbitals (MOs) in terms of the minimal basis, cp ¼

P
m
cmpwm

with the MO expansion coefficients, cm,p, provides

Ipq ¼ ð1þ dpqÞ�1p
X
lm

X
mn
hmnjcelmi þ hnmjcelmið Þ � cm;pcn;q

�����
�����
2

:

(4)

Due to the atomic symmetry of the wavefunctions, the elm

involve s, p, and d channels for the outgoing electron from
the 1s core hole and the 2s or 2p valence holes. For K-LL-type
Auger decay it is known that these Auger transition integrals are
rather independent of the atomic orbitals (AOs) wm and wn.

68

Furthermore, most of the channels are decoupled due to
symmetry or due to largely different energies of the resulting
final states. Thus, the summed two electron integrals in eqn (4)
are roughly identical for all m–n combinations and the relative
Auger transition rates can be approximated by the squared MO
expansion coefficients

IpqB
p

X
mn

cm;pcn;q
�� ��2: (5)

A similar approximation was used before by Tarantelli et al.69 in
the context of a two hole localization analysis of the Auger final
states. In the following we shall combine this idea with the
minimal basis expansion of the MOs (Table 1) to explain
intensity patterns of the molecular Auger electron spectra of
the HCNO molecule.

Electronic wavefunctions of the states contributing to the
Auger processes were determined with the CI approach. For
the core-hole (final) states a CI space consisting of all con-
figurations with up to 3 (2) electrons in the virtual orbitals
(3p and 8–10s) and the corresponding number of electrons in

Fig. 1 Orbitals of the HCNO molecule which were used for calculating
the Auger electron spectra. Note that the H-atom points to the right. See
text for details for the determination of the orbitals. Orbital energies in eV
are given in brackets.
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the core- and valence orbitals was used. As demonstrated in
previous applications,47,48,52 such CI wavefunctions generally
provide an appropriate representation of the essential electro-
nic states out of the very large (actually infinite) number of
possible final states that can be reached in the Auger decay.
Similarly, the energetic order of the states is generally reason-
able, but absolute energies may deviate from the experimental
ones by several eV. We therefore modified the energy scale of
the theoretical spectra, as proposed in ref. 48. A better estimate
for the energy differences between the ground state and the
lowest final states was obtained with the multi-configuration
coupled electron pair approach43 (MCCEPA) and the cc-pwCVQZ70

basis using complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF)
reference wavefunctions with all p-orbitals in the active space.
For the resonant Auger electron spectra, the obtained vertical
single ionization potential of 10.64 eV was set as the lowest
(vertical) final state energy. For normal Auger decay we
obtained 30.56 eV for the vertical ionization energy of the
lowest doubly ionized state, 1S�(2p�2), however, as the decay
to this final state is symmetry forbidden, we used the vertical
binding energy of the first excited state (1D) at 31.54 eV to
calibrate the theoretical normal Auger electron spectra.
Furthermore, the range of final states was squeezed by a factor
of 0.85 which corrects the tendency of the CI approach to
overestimate energies of higher excited states.48 Note that this
computational energy scale is independent from experiment.

The multi-dimensional moment theory45,71,72 was used to
estimate the band shapes related to the final electronic states
reached in the Auger electron spectra. In this approximation
the signals that are due to the Auger decay into the vibrational
levels of a single final electronic state are represented by a
Gaussian distribution. The area under the Gaussian is set to the
Auger transition rate. In order to approximate the band shape
which is due to the first-order vibrational dynamics of the decay
process, the width and the center of the Gaussian is adapted as
described in ref. 71 and 72. Note that only totally symmetric

vibrations are considered at this level of theory, i.e. within these
simulations the CNv-symmetric HCNO molecule retains a
linear structure.

3 Results
3.1 Normal Auger spectroscopy

Fig. 2 shows the normal Auger electron spectra (AES) at the (a)
carbon, (b) nitrogen and (c) oxygen edge recorded at photon
energies of 400, 440 and 560 eV. To allow for a comparison of
spectra of different core-holes, the Auger electron yield is
shown as a function of the binding energy EB which is defined
as the difference between the 1s ionization energy E(1s) and the
kinetic energy of the Auger electrons Ekin

EB = E(1s) � Ekin (6)

The binding energy can be thought of as the energy of the
doubly ionized final state with respect to the neutral ground
state after the Auger electron is ejected. The 1s ionization
energies were determined by recording the X-ray photoelectron
spectra (XPS), which are shown in the ESI,† Fig. S1–S3. The 1s
ionization energies at the three edges are 292.9 eV for C 1s and
410.5 and 539.6 eV for N 1s and O 1s, respectively. Fig. 2 also
shows the stick spectra in gray which were obtained by theory
and in red the fully simulated spectra.

Following the formalism that Moddeman et al. applied to
the CO2 Auger spectra,39 we can divide the Auger electron
spectra into two regions. At low binding energies (o50 eV)
only weakly bound outer-valence orbitals are involved (K-WW),
while transitions up to 70 eV have vacancies in one weakly
bound outer valence orbital and in one strongly bound inner
valence orbital (K-SW). Transitions at higher binding energies
would be called K-SS, but were not measured in the present
work. These transitions are often broad and difficult to characterize

Table 1 Minimal basis representation of the valence molecular orbitals (MOs) of the HCNO molecule with the atomic orbitals (AOs). For the degenerate
p-orbitals only the component in x-direction is shown. The orbital energies, e, are the expectation values of the molecular orbitals with the ground state
Fock operator. The overlap between the molecular orbital and its representation in the indicated minimal basis, hcp|cMB

p i, provides a measure for the error
introduced when the molecular orbitals are represented in the minimal basis. Significant coefficients with absolute value above 0.3 are given as bold
numbers

MO (p) 4s 5s 6s 7s 1p 2p 3p 8s 9s 10s

e (eV) �41.14 �33.45 �22.24 �19.88 �18.49 �11.06 4.31 3.63 18.19 35.16
hcp|cMB

p i 0.985 0.986 0.976 0.985 0.993 0.989 0.990 0.980 0.980 0.980P
m
cm;p

2 0.60 0.65 0.69 1.12 0.70 1.04 1.73 3.79 4.54 7.18

AO (m) cm,p
H 1s 0.01 0.08 0.32 �0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 �0.43 1.23 0.97
C 2s 0.09 0.25 0.48 �0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.82 �1.29 0.67
C 2pp 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.26 �0.58 0.86 0.00 0.00 0.00
C 2ps �0.06 �0.20 0.47 �0.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 �0.29 �0.42 �1.67
N 2s 0.46 0.40 �0.18 �0.24 0.00 0.00 0.00 �1.30 �0.18 �1.06
N 2pp 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.62 �0.27 �0.88 0.00 0.00 0.00
N 2ps �0.12 0.49 �0.00 0.45 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.29 0.79 �1.24
O 2s 0.58 �0.37 0.27 0.65 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.58 0.47 �0.44
O 2pp 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.79 0.45 0.00 0.00 0.00
O 2ps 0.19 �0.02 �0.17 �0.58 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.84 0.51 �0.29
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due to the mixing of a multitude of electronic configurations.
According to the orbital energies in Table 1 the HCNO molecule
is a bit unusual. The 2p orbital (Eb = 11 eV) is well separated from
the next group 1p, 7s and 6s (Eb E 20 eV). The two lowest orbitals
have much higher binding energies of about 40 eV. Additionally,
only two molecular orbitals have significant contributions of the
carbon AOs. These are the nonbonding 2p MO and the 6s orbital
which represents essentially the C–H bond. Thus, the electronic
structure of HCNO is a bit special and at least for the case of the C
1s spectra the general arguments of Moddemann et al.39 may only
apply to a limited extent here.

The assignment of the experimental features, the calculated
partial intensities, the vertical ionization potentials as well as
the signal widths and positions according to the moment
method are collected in Table 2. The signals in the AES can
be assigned as follows. The Auger decay from the 2S+ core hole
states to the 3S� ground state of the dication is symmetry
forbidden, as coupling of any single electron Auger channel to
the S� final state cannot provide the S+ symmetry representa-
tion of the core-hole states. Thus, the signal with the lowest
binding energy is due to the 1D and 1S+ states with (2p�2)
occupation appearing at about 32 eV binding energy. In all
spectra the energy difference of these final states amounts to
0.3–0.4 eV, which is within the observed bandwidth. Thus, this
feature (as also the other ones in the AES), contains several final
states which are not resolved. Note that the assignments
presented in the following provide only the dominant character
of the electronic states that give rise to the observed signals.
The features at lowest binding energy are labelled with 1 in

Fig. 2 and give rise to the prominent signals for C and
O1s decay spectra. The intensity of these transitions can be
explained with the large absolute value of the MO coefficients
of the 2pp-AOs at these atoms. For the nitrogen atom this value
(cN2pp,2p = �0.27) is more than a factor of two smaller than for C
(�0.58) and O (0.79). As this decay generates both holes in 2pp

AOs, according to eqn (5) the relative decay rate is proportional
to the fourth power of these coefficients which means that the
decay ratios to feature 1 starting from the C 1s : N 1s : O1s core-
hole states should be about 20 : 1 : 73. This corresponds well to
the experimental spectra where feature 1 is dominant in the C
1s and O1s spectra, while it is hardly visible in the N 1s AES.

At binding energies between 38 and 40 eV (feature 2) several
1P states with the occupations (7s�12p�1) and (6s�12p�1) as
well as 1D and 1S+ (1p�12p�1) states are reached. While as usual
for K-LL Auger spectra57,69 most intensity is due to these singlet
final states, in the C and O 1s spectra decay to two 3P final
states has notable intensity in these region. This can be
explained with the relatively large 2s and 2p MO coefficients
in the 6s and 7s orbitals at these atoms. In the minimal-basis
one-center approach used here, normal K-LL Auger decay
leading to a triplet final state requires that the projection of
the double hole state in the molecular orbital representation
gives rise to a significant fraction of 2p–2s hole pairs. A decay to
a triplet state with two holes in 2p orbitals is symmetry
forbidden and as the 2s orbital is non-degenerate, it is not
possible to generate a triplet state with two holes in this orbital.
However, the triplet states never contribute more than about
10% to the intensity of any feature in the AES of the core holes.

We assign feature 3 to the 1P(6s�12p�1) state, noting that
the energy of this final state seems to be underestimated by
about 1 eV with our theoretical approach. The feature may be
also assigned to the 1S+(1p�12p�1) state, but the energetic order
and the intensities of these states in our calculations as well as
the similarity of this 1S+ state with the 1D state with the same
occupation support the former assignment. There is clear
agreement between the experimental and theoretical spectra
for N and O1s decay. Both show feature 3 as a distinct peak in
the spectrum at about 40 eV binding energy. In the C 1s
spectrum this feature is weaker and only notable as a shoulder
in the experimental spectrum.

At higher binding energies the N and O1s hole states decay
mostly into similar final states. The C 1s hole state leads to
different final states as large absolute values of the MO coeffi-
cients of the carbon atom are only found at the 2p and 6s
orbitals. Accordingly, final states with at least one hole in these
orbitals give rise to strong signals. The clearly notable features
5, 6, and 7 in the C 1s�1 decay correspond mostly to
1P(6s�11p�1), 1S+(6s�2), and 1S+(5s�16s�1) final states. In
the N and O1s decay these final states do not play a significant
role. For example, feature 4 which is absent in the C 1s Auger
spectrum but visible as a shoulder on the N 1s decay and as a
small but distinct peak in the O1s spectrum is preferentially
due to the decay into 1D final states at about 41–43 eV binding
energy. For O1s decay feature 5 is due to the 1P(7s�11p�1) final
state while for N 1s decay this additional intensity is mostly

Fig. 2 Normal Auger electron spectra at the (a) carbon, (b) nitrogen and
(c) oxygen edge, shown in black. The kinetic energy of the Auger electrons
was converted to binding energy by subtracting it from the 1s ionization
energies determined through XPS measurements (see ESI†). The grey stick
spectrum shows the energies and intensities of the individual transitions.
The energy positions include shifts due to the moment theory which
provides the theoretical spectrum given with the red lines.
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decay to (1p�2) states. Feature 6 corresponds to the 1S+ (7s�2)
state and feature 7 to several 1P states as well as the
1S+(5s�16s�1) state. Finally, the nitrogen and oxygen Auger
electron spectra show both a broad signal at 65 eV (feature 8)
which can be assigned to the 1S+(4s�17s�1) state.

A comparison of the intense features in the spectra shows
that final state configurations with large absolute values of the
MO coefficients at the respective core hole atom correspond to
intense features in the Auger spectrum. This is particularly
notable for the (2p�2), (1p�12p�1), and (1p�2) configurations
giving rise to features 1, 2, and 5. Their intensity decreases in
that order for C 1s decay as the carbon AO coefficient of the 2p
orbital (�0.58) is larger than that one of the 1p orbital (0.26).
The ratio of the 2p/1p MO coefficients at the oxygen is 1.6 which
is smaller than the corresponding value for the carbon atom
(2.3). This explains the relatively small intensity of feature 5 in
the O1s AES where feature 2 is about equally intense as 1. The
latter is due to admixture of other states in feature 2 and due to
configuration mixing. For the nitrogen atom the absolute value
of the 2p/1p ratio is 0.4. Correspondingly, in the N 1s Auger
spectra the intensity of features 1, 2, and 5 increases in
that order.

3.2 NEXAFS

NEXAFS (near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure) spectra
were recorded by scanning the photon energy and monitoring
the total ion yield. The spectrum contains electronic transitions
from the 1s orbitals to unoccupied orbitals. Fig. 3(a–c) show the
NEXAFS at the carbon, nitrogen and oxygen edge, respectively.
The carbon NEXAFS [Fig. 3(a)] exhibits one intense band at
286.6 eV. It corresponds to the p* ’ 1s transition into the 3p
LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital). Furthermore, a
progression is visible with three members at 290.26, 290.46 and
290.62 eV. The average spacing corresponds to 0.18 eV or about
1400 cm�1, which is on the order of a vibrational transition.
Additional weak bands appear at 288.8 and 291.6 eV. These weaker
transitions correspond most likely to transitions into Rydberg
states. At the N-edge [Fig. 3(b)] the intense 3p ’ 1s transition is
observed at 403.6 eV. A band with a clearly discernible vibrational
progression appears around 400.83 eV and is assigned to a small
N2 contamination (grey star).73 Several weak bands are also
observed at 399.8, 407.1 and 408.6 eV. A similar picture is
encountered at the O1s edge, with an intense band observed at
534.0, and two weaker ones at 535.62 and 537.06 eV. Another small
feature at 530.8 eV originates from O2 (grey star).74

Table 2 Assignment of the most intense features in the normal Auger electron spectra (AES) of the C, N, and O 1s core-hole states of fulminic acid.
Vertical double ionization energies Evert, the centers of the Gaussians, E, and their full widths at half maximum, W, as evaluated with the moment theory
are given in eV. Intensities, I, are (partial) lifetime energy widths in meV, i.e. the total intensity represents the Auger contribution to the full width at half
maximum of the photoelectron spectrum (or Auger spectrum, respectively). Labels (lab.) refer to Fig. 2

Term Occupation

C 1s�1 decay N 1s�1 decay O1s�1 decay

Evert I W E Lab. I W E Lab. I W E Lab.

3S� (2p�2) 30.84 0.0 1.04 31.13 0.0 0.84 30.93 0.0 0.74 30.83
1D (2p�2) 31.54 14.3 1.13 31.85 1 0.1 0.93 31.64 1 22.3 0.82 31.54 1
1S+ (2p�2) 31.89 4.8 1.17 32.22 1 0.0 0.95 31.99 1 7.4 0.84 31.88 1
3P (7s�12p�1) 37.43 0.3 1.33 37.85 0.1 0.74 37.34 2.0 0.74 37.34 2
3P (6s�12p�1) 38.19 1.6 1.87 38.54 2 0.1 1.55 37.99 0.9 1.56 38.03 2
1D (1p�12p�1) 38.21 3.2 1.89 38.93 2 8.2 0.96 38.20 2 25.4 0.88 38.16 2
1P (7s�12p�1) 38.36 13.5 2.03 38.86 2 1.4 1.56 38.12 2 6.6 1.58 38.18 2
1S+ (1p�12p�1) 39.07 1.0 1.91 39.80 2 2.5 0.94 39.05 2 10.3 0.87 39.02 2
1P (6s�12p�1) 39.24 2.5 1.24 39.61 3 3.1 0.75 39.17 3 12.3 0.75 39.17 3
1D (2p�33p1) 41.69 0.1 2.79 42.75 4.8 1.43 41.59 4 7.9 1.39 41.59 4
1S+ (2p�33p1) 42.28 0.1 2.74 43.33 1.3 1.45 42.23 4 2.7 1.40 42.20 4
1D (1p�12p�23p1) 42.66 0.1 2.91 43.75 5.3 1.74 42.68 4 1.4 1.66 42.59 4
1S+ (1p�12p�23p1) 42.87 0.0 2.94 43.98 1.8 1.72 42.87 4 1.1 1.64 42.80
1P (6s�11p�1) 43.46 9.2 2.57 44.23 5 2.3 1.89 43.20 4 3.0 1.88 43.23 5
1D (1p�2) 44.12 0.2 2.86 45.20 9.7 1.68 44.12 5 0.7 1.59 44.05
1P (7s�11p�1) 44.30 0.6 2.55 45.18 4.2 1.35 44.06 5 17.1 1.36 44.18 5
1S+ (1p�2) 44.71 0.2 2.87 45.81 5.5 1.57 44.66 5 1.1 1.51 44.62 5
1D (1p�12p�23p1) 44.91 0.1 2.98 46.01 2.1 1.92 44.97 5 0.1 1.82 44.85
1S+ (1p�12p�23p1) 48.11 0.0 3.00 49.24 0.4 1.81 48.13 1.7 1.73 48.04 6
1S+ (7s�2) 48.51 0.0 2.78 49.50 1.8 1.44 48.31 6 6.7 1.43 48.39 6
1P (5s�12p�1) 50.81 1.2 2.99 51.93 6 0.2 1.69 50.62 1.6 1.67 50.63 6
1S+ (6s�2) 52.29 3.5 3.91 53.41 6 0.3 3.14 51.82 0.0 3.13 51.91
1S+ (6s�2) 52.63 5.6 3.72 53.72 6 0.0 2.93 52.18 0.0 2.92 52.27
1P (7s�11p�12p�13p1) 54.43 0.0 3.38 55.69 2.5 2.05 54.21 7 0.6 2.03 54.22 7
1P (6s�17s�12p�18s1) 54.54 0.0 3.85 55.77 2.0 2.82 54.04 7 0.4 2.82 54.18 7
1P (6s�11p�12p�13p1) 54.67 0.1 3.57 55.98 2.0 2.23 54.41 7 0.7 2.21 54.43 7
1S+ (5s�17s�1) 56.91 0.3 2.73 57.91 2.4 1.62 56.71 7 0.9 1.61 56.72 7
1S+ (6s�17s�11p�13p1) 57.89 0.7 3.38 59.12 1.1 2.10 57.63 0.2 2.09 57.65 7
1P (2p�43p19s1) 58.40 0.1 4.35 60.01 1.2 2.87 58.32 0.8 2.81 58.20 7
1S+ (5s�16s�1) 58.48 2.1 3.34 59.58 7 0.2 2.35 58.13 0.0 2.35 58.19
1P (1p�12p�33p19s1) 60.43 0.1 4.72 62.20 1.0 3.01 60.16 7 1.0 2.99 60.14
1S+ (4s�17s�1) 66.04 0.0 4.85 67.87 0.5 2.84 65.64 8 2.7 2.83 65.74 8
total intensity 80.6 119.2 206.3
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The transitions visible in the NEXAFS spectrum were employed
to record resonant Auger spectra (RAES). The energies at which
resonant Auger spectra were recorded are marked with red crosses
in Fig. 3. At the carbon edge, the crosses at 290.26 eV, 290.46 eV
and 290.62 eV were omitted to avoid congestion in the figure.
Off-resonance spectra were recorded at energies below the first
resonance. They correspond to direct photoelectron spectra.

3.3 Resonant Auger

After exciting a 1s electron into an unoccupied orbital, the
molecule can electronically relax via a resonant Auger–Meitner
process. Like in the non-resonant case, a valence electron fills
the hole in the 1s orbital and the excess energy is removed by
ejecting another valence electron. Here, two processes can be
distinguished. When the initially excited electron participates
in the decay, a participator Auger decay results and the final
states are similar to those obtained by valence photoelectron
spectroscopy. In contrast, when the initially excited electron is
not involved, the decay is referred to as a spectator process. The
final states of these processes resemble those in the normal
Auger spectra, see below.

3.3.1 Experimental results. Fig. 4 shows the resonant Auger
electron spectra (RAES) which were obtained by exciting the
intense 3p ’ 1s transition. Traces (a), (c) and (e) represent
the off resonant spectra, while traces (b), (d) and (f) show the
spectra on the band maximum. Binding energies were calcu-
lated from the difference of the photon energy and the Auger
electron kinetic energy. RAES recorded on the low- and high-
energy side of the 3p state have a similar appearance and are
shown in the ESI.† Only at the N1s edge subtle differences are
seen. The additional band at around 8 eV in trace (a) is due to
ionisation by the second harmonic.

In the spectrum recorded at the carbon edge (Fig. 4(b)) three
intense bands at 10.85, 16.85 and 17.85 eV are observed as well
as two broader ones at 20.7 and 24.9 eV. Comparison to the off
resonant spectrum Fig. 4(a) shows resonance enhancement in
particular for the transitions at 16.9, 20.7 and 24.9 eV. The red
line depicts the simulation which is in good agreement with the
experimental spectrum.

The RAES recorded on the most intense peak in the
N-NEXAFS is shown in Fig. 4(d). In addition, the off-resonant
measurement at 398.1 eV is included in trace (c). By resonantly
exciting HCNO, the peak at 16.1 eV and the two broad bands at
25 and 29.1 eV are enhanced, similar to what was observed
at the C-edge. By scanning the excitation energy along the
absorption band, the 7s band (see below for assignment)
decreases in relative intensity, see ESI.† On the Fig. 4 traces
(e) and (f) finally show the off-resonance spectrum and the
RAES when scanning over the most intense band in the
O-NEXAFS. Comparison shows that the peaks at binding energies
at 17, 24 and 30 eV are enhanced. RAES recorded at the other
positions indicated in Fig. 3 are given in the ESI,† S7–S9.

Fig. 3 NEXAFS spectra at the (a) carbon, (b) nitrogen and (c) oxygen edge.
The red crosses indicate at which photon energies resonant Auger
electron spectra were recorded. At 290.26 eV, 290.46 eV and 290.62 eV
three crosses were omitted for clarity. The grey asterisks indicate
contaminations of N2 and O2, respectively.

Fig. 4 Resonant Auger electron spectra at the (b) carbon (d) nitrogen and
(f) oxygen edge, as well as the corresponding off resonant measurements
at each edge (a), (c) and (e). The computed spectra are shown in red and
the contributions of individual final states are represented as grey sticks.
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3.4 Assignment

In order to assign the observed spectral features, we compare
the experimental and theoretical RAES in Fig. 4(b, d and f) with
the off-resonance photoelectron spectra show in Fig. 4(a, c and e)
and the most intense features in the theoretical spectra collected
in Table 3. As expected the RAES show spectator transitions at
E15 eV lower binding energy than corresponding signals in the
AES (Fig. 2). Participator transitions are seen as additional
features at the energies of the signals in the photoelectron
spectra, however, with different intensities. We note that the
differentiation between participator and spectator states is not
strict as the final states are actually mixtures of participator and
spectator configurations.75 However, for qualitative considera-
tions it is generally a good approximation to assume that states
are dominated by a single configuration which can then also be
used to designate the respective state (see above).

The assignment of the participator states is easily possible
with the off-resonant spectra presented in traces (a), (c) and (e)
of Fig. 4, and the orbitals shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1. In the
following these states will be designated as 2p, 1p, 7s, and 6s
for the X̃2P(2p�1), Ã2P(1p�1), B̃2S+(7s�1), and C̃2S+(6s�1)
states, respectively. In the off-resonant spectra sharp signals
are observed for the participator states which differ from the
ground state configuration by the essentially nonbonding 2p
and 7s orbitals. On the other hand, the 1p and 6s signals are
broadened due to the vibrational excitations associated with
the emission of an electron of these bonding orbitals. Note that
the Renner–Teller splitting in the degenerate 2P states76,77 was
neglected in the computations.

In the photoelectron spectra, the relative intensity of the s
participator states as compared to the p counterparts increases
with photon energy. This is readily explained by the different
photoelectron cross sections of the 2s and 2p atomic orbitals on

Table 3 Assignment of the most intense features in the resonant Auger electron spectra (RAES) of the C, N, and O 1s–3p excited states of fulminic acid.
Vertical double ionization energies Evert, the centers and widths of the Gaussians according to the moment theory, E and W (eV) are given in eV.
Intensities, I, are (partial) lifetime energy widths in meV, i.e. the total intensity represents the Auger contribution to the full width at half maximum of the
photoelectron spectrum (or Auger spectrum, respectively). Labels (lab.) refer to Fig. 4

Term Occupation

C 1s�1 decay N 1s�1 decay O1s�1 decay

Evert I W E Lab. I W E Lab. I W E Lab.

2P (2p�1) 10.64 15.1 1.04 11.10 2p 3.3 1.43 11.13 2p 4.3 1.33 11.05 2p
2P (1p�1) 15.82 2.1 1.04 15.97 1p 14.6 0.29 15.74 1p 0.1 0.55 15.92 1p
2S+ (7s�1) 17.31 0.9 1.34 17.84 7s 2.6 0.92 17.60 7s 0.9 1.48 17.79 7s
2P (2p�23p1) 17.91 7.5 1.08 17.86 1 0.0 1.28 18.11 3.7 0.85 17.79 1
2F (2p�23p1) 18.48 9.1 1.10 18.42 1 0.0 1.30 18.68 1 7.5 0.88 18.35 1
2P (2p�23p1) 19.12 6.3 1.09 19.04 1 0.0 1.22 19.27 1 5.5 0.84 18.97 1
2S+ (6s�1) 19.23 2.8 3.01 20.46 6s 0.0 2.63 20.02 6s 0.0 2.50 19.88 6s
2P (2p�23p1) 22.89 1.3 1.39 22.85 2 0.5 1.16 22.51 2 2.4 0.90 22.79 2
2P (1p�12p�13p1) 24.60 0.9 1.68 24.15 2 5.4 1.62 24.38 2 5.1 1.69 24.08 2
2S+ (7s�12p�13p1) 24.69 1.0 1.15 24.67 2 2.8 0.78 24.61 2 2.7 0.58 24.56 2
2F (1p�12p�13p1) 25.37 2.2 1.76 24.90 2 5.3 1.70 25.18 7.7 1.80 24.83 2
2D (7s�12p�13p1) 25.58 3.0 1.74 25.87 3 1.2 0.98 25.48 3.4 0.94 25.57 3
2S� (7s�12p�13p1) 25.80 2.1 1.60 26.04 3 0.8 0.89 25.74 1.9 0.82 25.78 3
2S+ (6s�12p�13p1) 25.91 2.0 3.10 26.67 3 0.3 2.00 25.73 0.1 2.05 26.05
2P (1p�12p�13p1) 26.35 1.6 1.81 25.87 3 3.5 1.74 26.13 3 5.9 1.86 25.79 3
2D (6s�12p�13p1) 26.49 1.7 1.99 26.96 3 0.8 1.04 26.45 1.3 1.15 26.62 3
2S+ (1p�12p�18s 1) 26.49 2.4 2.87 26.83 3 0.2 2.34 26.00 0.1 2.13 26.27
2P (2p�33p2) 26.86 0.0 1.92 26.29 0.2 2.05 26.29 3.7 2.03 26.23 3
2D (6s�12p�13p1) 26.99 3.3 2.40 27.60 3 0.3 1.46 27.09 0.4 1.47 27.10
2S� (6s�12p�13p1) 27.37 1.8 2.37 27.94 3 0.3 1.38 27.32 0.3 1.44 27.48
2F (2p�33p2) 27.63 0.0 1.92 27.05 0.1 2.03 27.09 8.3 2.04 26.99 3
2P (2p�33p2) 28.42 0.1 1.95 27.86 0.2 2.08 27.85 5.3 2.05 27.78 4
2P (1p�12p�13p1) 28.59 0.1 2.30 28.36 0.4 2.77 27.68 3.7 2.07 28.25 4
2P (1p�23p1) 29.61 0.0 2.38 29.08 3.1 3.14 28.55 4 4.7 2.40 29.06 4
2F (1p�23p1) 30.34 0.1 2.73 30.39 7.2 2.84 29.51 4 5.3 2.28 30.02 4
2D (6s�11p�13p1) 30.70 3.3 2.36 30.92 5 0.5 1.89 30.26 1.4 1.68 30.51 4
2S� (6s�11p�13p1) 30.75 1.5 2.76 31.10 5 0.2 2.22 30.26 0.3 1.99 30.59
2P (1p�23p1) 31.05 0.1 2.64 30.52 5.8 3.55 29.85 5 5.1 2.69 30.47 4
2S+ (6s�11p�13p1) 31.18 0.5 2.45 31.51 0.4 1.95 30.71 1.2 1.70 31.14
2D (7s�11p�13p1) 31.47 0.2 2.62 31.24 0.7 3.25 30.41 4.6 2.42 31.10 5
2S+ (7s�12p�23p2) 31.56 0.3 2.06 31.18 0.2 2.37 30.79 2.7 1.98 31.05 5
2S� (7s�11p�13p1) 31.74 0.1 2.87 31.56 0.6 3.56 30.60 3.7 2.65 31.36 5
2D (6s�11p�13p1) 31.94 0.2 2.42 31.86 0.7 2.60 31.15 3.0 2.07 31.58 5
2P (7s�23p1) 36.03 0.1 2.46 35.79 2.9 3.05 35.03 6 7.7 2.24 35.71 6
2D (5s�12p�13p1) 36.64 0.5 2.33 36.30 0.2 2.63 35.83 1.7 2.28 36.06 6
2P (6s�17s�12p�13p2) 40.20 2.0 3.61 40.86 6 0.1 2.67 39.91 0.1 2.64 40.03
2P (5s�17s�13p1) 43.23 0.0 2.83 42.99 2.4 3.31 42.20 7 1.1 2.72 42.65

Total intensity 106.3 138.4 212.3
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the atoms in the molecule and their contributions to the
respective orbitals.78,79 Without going into details, we mention
that the minimal basis expansion of the molecular orbitals
(Table 1) provide a simple access to the populations of the
atomic orbitals. The same coefficients provide also a straight-
forward explanation of the intensity patterns observed for the
participator states. While the participator states are not well
resolved from the intense spectator structures in the C 1s-3p
resonant Auger electron spectra, we can state that for both
spectra, the 2p signal is stronger than the 1p one and an
opposite intensity ratio is found for the N 1s-3p decay. Accord-
ing to the considerations given above, these intensities should
be proportional to the square of the 2pp coefficients of the
respective molecular orbital at the core hole atom. For the C
and N atom this ratio (c2pp,2p/c2pp,1p)2 amounts to 5.0 and 0.19,
respectively, which is a good estimate for the intensity ratio of
the 2p and 1p signals in the carbon and nitrogen resonant
Auger electron spectra. For the nitrogen spectra the 7s feature
is well observed, while the 6s one cannot be detected in the
experimental spectra and its intensity is predicted to be negli-
gible (0.006 meV) as compared to the other transitions.

As expected, the resonant Auger electron spectra show
spectator features strongly resembling the signals observed in
the normal Auger decay for the same core hole. However,
details are less pronounced in the resonant spectra than in
the nonresonant ones. For example the RAES-features at about
22–28 eV labelled 2 and 3 are hardly resolved in the experi-
mental spectra, while distinct features can be observed in the
corresponding AES-spectra at 37 and 40 eV. A similar behaviour
is found for features 4 and 5. We note that broadening of
spectator features was already recognized by Carol and Thomas
in O1s Auger spectra of CO, CO2, and OCS.80

The broader shape of the RAES is due to an additional
splitting of several final states by the spectator electron in the
3p orbital. In the following, we discuss and explain this point
for feature 1: in the AES it is due to transitions into the 1D and
1S+ states with (2p�2) occupation and vertical binding energies
of 31.54 and 31.89 eV. Additionally, the 3S� ground state of the
dication has the same occupation. Coupling the spectator
electron in the 3p orbital to these states leads to the configura-
tions that represent the final states of the RAES. In particular,
the 1D(2p�2) AES-state gives rise to a 2F and a 2P configura-
tion in the RAES, the 3S� state splits into a 4P and a 2P,
while coupling an electron in the 3p orbital to the 1S+ AES-
state generates only a single 2P configuration. Thus, the
(2p�23p) occupation gives rise to one 4P, one 2F and three
2P configurations. While the Auger transition to the quartet
state out of the singlet core-excited state is spin forbidden, the 2P
states couple via the Hamiltonian and give rise to three final states
in the RAES with calculated vertical binding energies of 17.91,
19.12, and 22.89 eV. The 2F state is obtained at 18.48 eV. In the
AES the (2p�2) states give rise to two final states at a vertical
binding energy of 31.54 and 31.89 eV. Thus, coupling of the
‘‘spectating’’ electron to the AES final states divides intensity
found in a very narrow energy range in the AES to features spread
over a much larger range in the corresponding RAES spectra.

Otherwise the spectator parts of the RAES are rather similar
to the AES, albeit with a E15 eV shift to lower binding energies
due to the additional electron in the 3p orbital. For that reason
we do not discuss a detailed assignment of these features but
refer to the corresponding consideration in the AES part of this
publication.

4 Discussion

One of the most interesting features in the present work is the
very good agreement between theory and experiment for both,
normal and resonant Auger spectra. Band positions and inten-
sities are well represented by the computations. The bands at
low binding energies can be unambiguously assigned to spe-
cific final states and their intensities are rationalized by the
orbital coefficients of the relevant orbitals at the ionization site.
All AES are dominated by bands with at least one hole in a
weakly bound valence orbital.

Fig. 5 depicts a comparison between the normal and reso-
nant Auger spectra of HCNO. When the RAES are shifted by
15 eV, AES and RAES have a similar appearance in the spectator
region. This resemblance has been observed before, for
example in CO.81 While spectator Auger decay produces 2h1p
(two hole, one particle) final states, normal Auger decay leads to
2h states. In a simplified picture, the spectator electron has
only a small impact on the electronic structure, which leads to a
similar appearance of AES and RAES. However, the presence of
a spectator electron leads to a screening effect on the emitted
Auger electron and thus to a shift of the RAES bands to higher
kinetic energies compared with normal Auger decay, which is
15 eV in the case HCNO. As discussed above, the spectator
electron couples to the valence holes leading to additional
splitting in the RAES and subsequent bluring of some of the

Fig. 5 Comparison of the normal (black) and resonant (red) Auger spectra
of fulminic acid. The resonant spectra were each shifted by 15 eV to higher
binding energy.
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finer features seen in the AES (see e.g. the signals at 37–41 eV
binding energy in the N 1s and O1s spectra).

It is illustrative to compare the spectra of HCNO with the
previously recorded ones of HNCO.31 This can give information
on the influence of nuclear charge versus nuclear site/bonding
situation in the two related molecules. Differences in binding
energies measured by XPS have often been rationalized (at least
qualitatively) using the ‘‘equivalent core’’ or ‘‘Z + 1’’ model.82,83

Here, the shift in the binding energy for an atom in different
molecules is estimated by a thermochemical cycle. This cycle is
based on the assumption that for a valence electron a core hole
in an atom with nuclear charge Z is equivalent to an atom with
a nuclear charge Z + 1. This allows to estimate DEB, the
difference in the C 1s binding energies in HNCO and HCNO
from tabulated thermochemical data. HCNO and HNCO with a
C 1s core hole would both resemble HNNO+ from the point of
view of a valence electron. In the ‘‘equivalent core’’ model, DEB

is then equivalent to the heat of reaction DrH for the hypothe-
tical process given by

HNNO+ + HNCO - HCNO + HNNO+, (7)

where the hypothetical HNNO+ cancels on both sides. For DrH
we obtain 2.97 eV, using data from the active thermochemical
tables.84 From Fig. S1a (ESI†) C 1s ionisation energy of 292.9 eV
is determined, while for HNCO a value of 295.9 eV was
reported,31 i.e. DEB = 3.0 eV, in excellent agreement with the
equivalent core model. Unfortunately, thermochemical for-
mation enthalpies for several species resulting from the N 1s
and O 1s core holes are not available.

Fig. 6 and 7 show a comparison of the normal and resonant
Auger spectra of fulminic acid and isocyanic acid. HNCO spectra

were taken from ref. 31. Both molecules have the same number of
electrons, so a comparison should give insight into the influence
of atom connectivity on the Auger spectra. Note that the N 1s
spectra of HNCO are compared to the C 1s spectra of HCNO and
vice versa. Thus, we compare sites in the two molecules rather
than atoms. This is based on the assumption that the site should
influence the appearance of the Auger spectra, i.e. the band
structure, more strongly than the nuclear charge. In fact,
Fig. 6(a) shows that the AES of the atoms next to the hydrogen
atom (C 1s in HCNO and N 1s in HNCO) are quite similar, apart
from a slightly different binding energy. However, symmetry is
different in both molecules, while HCNO is linear, HNCO is bent.
In HCNO the H–X–Y-angle is 1801, whereas in HNCO this angle is
around 1281.85 Therefore the degeneracy of the p orbitals is lifted
in HNCO. As a consequence, several final states of similar energy
overlap in HNCO, resulting in broader bands and additional
features. However, both spectra are dominated by the band at
lowest binding energies (band 1 in Fig. 2), assigned to the (2p�2)
hole state in HCNO. In HNCO it corresponds to two final states,
(2a00�2) and (2a00�1)(9a0�1).31 In trace (b) the N 1s edge of HCNO is
compared with the C 1s edge of HNCO. While band 1 is absent in
the N 1s AES of HCNO, it is observable in the C 1s AES of HNCO,
but only with low intensity. This low intensity was also explained
by the small orbital coefficients at the carbon atom, leading to a
nodal plane in the molecular orbital. Interestingly, a similarly low
intensity of the first band was also observed in the AES of the
central N atom in N2O.86 Finally for the O-atoms, the AES also
show a similar shape, but different intensities. In both molecules,
band 1 appears with reasonable intensity, but is weaker than
band 2.

In Fig. 7 the RAES obtained upon the 1s - LUMO transition
of the two molecules are compared. The latter corresponds to a

Fig. 6 Comparison of the normal Auger spectra of fulminic acid (black)
and isocyanic acid (red). The spectra of isocyanic acid are taken from
ref. 31. Spectra are compared according to their position in the molecule,
i.e. carbon to nitrogen and oxygen to oxygen.

Fig. 7 Comparison of the resonant Auger spectra of fulminic acid (black)
and isocyanic acid (red). The spectra of isocyanic acid are taken from
ref. 31. Spectra are compared according to their position in the molecule,
i.e. carbon to nitrogen and oxygen to oxygen.
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transition into the 3p orbital of fulminic acid and the 10a0

orbital of isocyanic acid. Again, the RAES spectra at the three
sites are compared. Note that the peaks at very low binding
energy (o6 eV) in the HNCO spectra originate from core
ionization by second-harmonic light. It is evident that the RAES
of HCNO and HNCO differ more strongly than the AES, in
particular below 20 eV binding energy. Here, the lifting of
degeneracy in HNCO leads to a larger number of final states
and additional transitions in HNCO. At higher binding
energies, the spectra become more similar, in particular at the
O 1s edge. However, the participators states become particularly
intense upon N 1s excitation in both molecules, thus, it seems
that nuclear charge is more important in RAES than in AES.

5 Conclusions

We conducted an extensive spectroscopic study of the inner-
shell levels of fulminic acid, HCNO in the soft X-ray regime,
employing synchrotron radiation provided by the PLEIADES
beamline at Synchrotron SOLEIL. HCNO is a reactive molecule
that was synthesized by preparative pyrolysis. For 1s ionisation,
IEs of 292.9 eV (C 1s), 410.5 eV (N 1s) and 539.6 eV (O 1s) were
determined by XPS. X-ray absorption spectra at all three edges
are dominated by an intense band assigned to the p* ’ 1s
transition into the 3p LUMO. In addition, several smaller bands
are visible, assigned to transitions into Rydberg states. Normal
and resonant Auger spectra are reported, with assignments
based on computations.

The one-center approximation provides a simple and reliable
representation of the Auger spectra of HCNO. We have shown that
the underlying data – the expansion of the molecular orbitals in
terms of a minimal basis – provides a simple interpretation for the
observed intensity patterns in the spectra. The normal Auger
spectra (AES) at the C 1s and O 1s show a well separated intense
band at 32.5 eV binding energy, which is assigned to the 1D state
with a double hole in the (2p�2) HOMO and corresponds to the
double ionization energy of HCNO to its first excited state.
Computations indicate additional smaller contributions from
the 1S+ state. This band is almost absent in the N 1s AES, which
can be explained by the small orbital coefficients at the nitrogen
atom. The resonant Auger spectra (RAES) obtained upon excita-
tion of the p* ’ 1s transition show well-resolved bands originat-
ing from participator states at low binding energies. Above 20 eV,
the RAES are dominated by spectator states. In the N 1s and O 1s
RAES their intensity is higher than the one of the participator
states. Only minor changes were observed in the RAES, when the
excitation energy was scanned over the p* ’ 1s transition.
A comparison between the normal Auger spectra of HCNO and
the previously investigated HNCO shows that the spectra recorded
at the central heavy atom (N 1s in HCNO and C 1s in HNCO) and
at the atom connected to hydrogen show a similar appearance.
This indicates that the molecular site is more important than the
nuclear charge.

This work indicates that intensities for the Auger decay
follow common rules that can be used to obtain insight into

the related electronic structure properties. While similar appro-
aches have been proposed previously,65,67,69,87 it seems that
a consistent formulation of such approximations is not yet
available. For that reason, we plan to elaborate the models
proposed here in subsequent work and to identify the area in
which they are valid.
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